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Weekly Newsletter of 16-20 March 2015
Due to currency fluctuations current time must be most difficult for fund

managers who manages international portfolios or invest in different
countries

Dear Members,

Honestly speaking, I always doubt even my on predictions after I predict them because in
realistically or logically in the financial world the possibility of them happening seems
impossible at the time we predicts. Whenever we came out with any new predictions either
bullish or bearish after reading the astro chart we get excited and start writing. After sending
the newsletter or publishing them via my book or on my website when I re-read them they
start looking impossible and then I start questing myself whether that will happen or not. Like
the Dollar index predictions of it reaching 100 or three digits. I doubted this prediction and
how it would come true? But look, its happening. I still have some doubts as a reader about
how S&P will touch 3200 but as a predictor I believe that this will happen because already it
moved from 1100 to 2100.

Yes, this is the honest truth because most of the financial predictions we made in the last 20
years, were all hard to believe at the time of publishing them or after publishing them but we
trust and believe in our theory 100% so we fearlessly came out with the predictions. I am
predicting these moves and am a witness to each and every move because I watch each
market closely and same time I watch our predictions closely.

My experience with each move and after receiving emails or comments from people in the
last 18 years I would like to share some of my personal experience with you today. I will go
over a few major predictions one by one:

1. When we predicted the tech, internet and telecomm boom prediction in 1995, my
friends were taking about it as a joke, no one around me believed that I could predict
the all different market trend by reading the astro cycles and the behavior pattern of
the investors. To confirm that my theory is right or wrong, I put my life’s saving’s of
$17000 in tech, internet, software and telecom stocks. By February 2000 my portfolio
was around $1.8 million. I got convinced 100% that the theory I created will work for
the market and for investors.
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2. In 2001 we came out with the book 2002 World Prophecies. This book was covering
the rise of natural resources like gold, silver, copper, oil, iron ore, platinum etc and at
the same time we predicted the fall of USD. The tech bubble gave me so much
confidence and this time a few people around me also started taking our financial
predictions seriously and invested in commodities and started selling dollar or started
buying other world currencies. These predictions gave us a foundation on the Main
Street after a few years because things started happening as predicted.

3. 2007 our predictions were not able to attract many and not many wanted to accept
our predictions of fall in housing, commodities and stocks. The reason was we
predicted the medium term bearish trend in gold in 2006 which never took place. This
dented my image a bit among the gold bugs; they became ignorant. In 2008 the
commodities, housing and stocks crashed and people started saying that although I
was early on this prediction but I was right. Many people lost fortune in housing,
commodities and stocks. These predictions put us back on spotlight.

4. In 2009 we saw a great era coming for investors, stock prices rising globally. On 26
February 2009 we came out with the predictions of Dow toward 32000 (that Dow was
crashing toward 6700), we recommended investors to put their life’s savings into
quality stocks and they would make a fortune. We are still in this bullish cycle and we
are hopeful that Dow will touch 32000 in the next 28 months. This was one of the best
prediction of my life time because we were able to call bottom of market on 6 March
2009.

5. In 2011 we started recommending
USD. Dollar started gaining against
one by one currencies. It started
with the Emerging market
currencies, then Yen and now
many frontline currencies like
euro. We predicted last year USD
Index would touch 120 and Euro
may go back to 0.80 or even 0.50.

6. Last year around mid-year we
predicted that oil would go towards $30. Among all the realists in the world no one
wanted to believe that oil would fall so sharply.

It has been a very interesting journey with you (those who are members since last 15 years
or those who just joint last month) and once again I thank the astro cycle and the wave of
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nature theory as because of these tools we were able to predict many of the key market
trends. Many times I feel that I should give away every weeks newsletter for free to everyone
on this planet but at the same time I also feel that I won’t be able to put all my efforts in it
because I may become careless or won’t write it on a regular basis. Like right now I have to
send the weekly newsletter by 3.00 PM Sunday and this job I have been doing for over decade.
I sent daily Flashnews around 5.00 PM of my time before Asia opens. If I started giving the
newsletter for free then this commitment will go away, quality will go away and seriousness
will go away.

Let me come back to the weekly newsletter. Last week the Scorpio Moon created uncertainty
and it was bound to happen because it is the nature of the Scorpio Moon. We advised
investors to stay away for three days from Wednesday to Friday. Anyways, last week is over
and now lets see what this week indicates. Most of you are aware that we don’t write the
astro combinations in our letters because that would be a waste of your time as each
combination is different every time and you won’t able to understand astro language.

Saturn is getting retro from 14 February so surely it will have a hidden impact on the bullish
and bearish behavior pattern. The Venus and Sun also changed its house today during week
end. Jupiter has been in retro directions and Saturn will be joining the Retro direction which
can bring big volatility. This week will provide you a glimpse of the coming next four months.
Any side move will be aggressive, and if the market starts moving higher then it will keep
moving higher non-stop without any stop and if market starts trading negatively then
volatility and weakness can continue for the next three to four months before it starts making
aggressive moves in the second half of 2015.

I will probably write an update either during or after the Fed meeting on Wednesday or
Thursday but surely I will send a few lines by Friday which will be able to give you a clear
decision about what strategy you should adopt from here. It is a coincidence that FED meeting
is during this week, traders will be watching whether the FED will give any indications on rate
rise or they will keep the word ‘patience’ in their policy making.

Anyway’s, this week the Fed will keep everyone (currency traders, stocks investors, bond
traders and commodity investors) on edge because if it removes the word “Patience” from
its commentary then all the major financial instruments (commodities, stocks, currencies
and bond) will have a stress test. The financial instruments that can’t hold the stress from
the FED will have a free fall.

I will write a brief outlook for all the major markets for this week here but it looks like that
next week’s newsletter will be the most important one of my career.
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Here is this week newsletter from 16-20 March 2015

GOLD/SILVER/BASE METALS

This week is the most important week for precious and
base metals. If they trade positively from Monday to
Thursday then it looks like that they can have a sharp
recovery for the short period. If they fail to trade
positively then we may see gold starting to trade below
the most important astro support point of $1142. We
strongly recommend to clear all short positions and wait

for our indications or sellers can put a stop-loss at $1182
and buyers at $1142.

We will be able to give a clear answer on Thursday. I would like to see what role Saturn plays
for previous metals. In the last three years gold has never breached $1140 level, and we
always recommend people to cover around this level and watch closely.

On Monday or Wednesday we see a mixed trend in gold and silver. Base metals will keep
struggling and metals stocks will also have a tough time. DUST has gone up over 60% in the
last 10 days since we recommended buying it, book some profit. It looks like that it is ready
to move on either side aggressively.

If metals start trading negatively on Thursday then a sharp fall will occur and we won’t
recommend buying at any levels. If Metals start trading positively on Thursday then we see a
short term bottom in precious metals

Best strategy: wait for our clear answer on Wednesday or Thursday.

Important note: This huge upward move of USD haven’t been able to impact too much on
gold and you must have been seeing that hardly anyone is talking rise of USD and Gold trend.
On other hand many are talking about gold gaining against most of currencies term but to me
these currencies are falling against USD so any other commodities are gaining against falling
currencies. If Gold rise from here then it will be interesting because then we can say that gold
is outperforming all major instruments. After FED it will get clear that who will take lead from
here, USD or gold?

Here is Monday’s range: (May 2015 contract):

GOLD: $1165.90 to $1151.20 April

SILVER: $15.77 TO 15.38

COPPER: $269.00 TO $264.20
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PALLADIUM: $801.00 TO $806.00

PLATINUM: $1129.30 TO $1105.00 April

INDEXES

Last week the Global market traded on both sides
under selling pressures. Asian, South American and
emerging market countries indexes lost value. USA
market also lost value after trading on both sides.
Only European and Japanese market gained value.
Most of the European indexes made all time highs
and the reason is the falling value of Euro. If you are

a international investors then you are losing if you
repatriate money now because euro lost almost 35% value in the last one year so even if you
have gain value in stocks, you will be losing big money in conversions.

From all angles the USA equity market is showing gains from each angle in terms of currencies
as well as stocks value. International traders made big killing investing in USA in the last two
years. In 2011/12 we came out with the slogan of “Invest money in USA assets and US dollar
as the era of USA is coming”, yes, this simple line changed many investors lives.

This Saturn will be changing house, so we would like to recommend staying away from any
aggressive positions. Our medium and longer term view is very bullish for USA equity market
and we still believe that S&P soon will move towards 3200 in a few years so overall we
recommend to keep adding quality stocks on any weakness.

This week from Monday to Wednesday the markets will trade on both sides, and we
recommend holding positions in stocks and buying on any sharp fall if the Fed decision’s
surprise the world. If the FED surprises the world in the first week of Saturn Retro then expect
the market to remain mixed until June.

In sort, I don’t want to confuse anyone, so wait for our update on Thursday and in the
meantime hold positions tightly in the USA market. Avoid any aggressive trades in Asian,
emerging and South American markets.

It looks like S&P will hold 2042 level and 2088 will be the testing level once again. If this
time S&P takes our 2088 levels then expect it move towards 2178 soon and 2427 by the end
of this year. At this stage all depends on Saturn role which shall be clear in the next five
trading days.

Important: This week the FED, EURO and Oil prices will dominate the markets trend.
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Here are Mondays’ ranges: (March contracts)

HONG KONG (cash) – 23920 to 23650

NIKKEI – 19240 TO 18959

NIFTY S&P (Spot) – 8740 to 8601

CAC – 5030 TO 4980

DAX – 11998 TO 11807

DEX EURO STOXX – 3680 – 3635

FTSE – 6760 TO 6690

FTSE/JSE (Cash) – 45989 to 45500

S&P – 2065.00 TO 2042.50

NASDAQ – 4339.50 TO 4285.25

RUSSELL – 1240.50 TO 1224.00

DOW – 17850 TO 17657

THIRTY YEAR BOND

We are not changing any predictions in Thirty year bond,
and we recommend holding selling in Thirty year, we
recommend holding in TMV and TBT and we also
recommend holding put options in Thirty year futures
contracts. We recommended buying Call options in
TMV and TBT, and we are sure you must be holding call
options of 2017 as this call will keep making money for

you.

This week we see weakness continue in Thirty year, sell Thirty year bond on any rise on
Wednesday after the FED decisions. We see only downward trend in Thirty year. Maximum
15 mix days are pending but after that thirty year bond prices will start falling non-stop.

You will make money in multi folds in TMV and TBT in the next three years.

Monday trading range (June 2015 contract):

TREASURY BOND – 160-05 TO 158-15 (June contract)
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SOFT COMMODITIES

Last week softs traded negatively. Lumber, orange juice,
sugar and coffee made lows. Cotton and cocoa also lost
value. Since the last two months we have been predicting
a positive trend to start in softs and grains after 15 March
and that date is on Sunday. According to this weeks astro
cycle we see softs forming bottom on Thursday and they
will start gaining value so Thursday will be the right day

to start
accumulating positions in sugar, cotton and
coffee. The rest of the softs orange juice, Lumber

and cocoa should be avoided at this stage.
Our recommendations of avoiding these
softs have done well specially lumber,
sugar and orange juice.

One can start buying December
call options in Sugar, cotton and
coffee. Also futures traders can
take small future positions in
September contracts.

In the Medium and longer term
softs are turning positive, and
still short term uncertainty or
boring trend will continue for a
few weeks.

Note: Overall the planetary
combinations are not
supporting commodities until the middle of the year so avoid any aggressive trading but surely
as recommended on can start taking some longer term call options from here.
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Monday trading range: (May 2015 Contract)

COFFEE: $132.00 TO $127.80

COTTON: $61.10 TO $60.00

SUGAR: $12.88 TO $12.59

COCOA: 2825 TO 2784

GRAINS

Last week grains traded on both sides. USDA data had no
new news which disappointed traders. Soy crop is
coming bumper from Brazil, it showing the highest crop
in eight years. Our astro cycle pattern is about to turn
positive, and we already predicted a positive move in
corn and wheat from 15 March so don’t miss the
opportunity of accumulating positions in grains. We are

not recommending any aggressive trading in grains yet
but surely longer term traders can start accumulating positions.

Soy, meal and soy oil will traded on both sides. Trading in and out in soy products will remain
the best strategy. One can start investing small money in call options in wheat, corn and soy
of December 2015 Contracts.

On Monday and Tuesday a mixed trend will continue in grains. We recommend taking some
buying positions in grains from Wednesday and booking profit on Friday.

We don’t see corn going below $345, Wheat $455 and $871.

Note: Over all the planetary combinations are not supporting commodities until the middle
of the year so avoid any aggressive trading but surely as recommended one can start taking
some longer term call options from here.

Monday’s trading range (May 2015 contracts):

CORN: $384.00 TO $377.50

WHEAT: $509.00 TO $493.00

SOY: $983.00 TO $964.00

SOY MEAL: $330.00 TO $324.30

SOY OIL: $30.90 TO $30.16
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ENERGY

Last week energy prices traded negatively as predicted.
It looks like once again oil is ready to test $44.55 (May
Futures contract). Energy stocks and other energy
products like heating oil, RB Gas will keep trading
lower. We have not been recommending any buying in
energy and energy stocks since oil took out $94.78

level.
At this stage we are still not recommending
any buying in energy stocks at all for even
for the medium and longer term so avoid
putting any money in energy sectors.

We have so many other investments which
can provide us with positive returns so
don’t touch energy stocks at this stage.

Heating oil and RB Gas traded lower as
predicted and will keep trading lower during this week. Energy producers, investors and the
financial market are watching oils trend closely. Oil is making many nervous at his stage
because it is trading at such a point that any further weakness can bring a disaster for the
whole energy sector. Our view is very simple as USA is becoming winner due to strong dollar
prices and if they start exporting then energy companies can offset weakness in price by
getting more dollar.

European and emerging market countries could have faced a tough time at this stage when
their currencies are trading at their lowest levels of a decade but they feel lucky that energy
prices have fallen more than 50% otherwise it could have been disaster for them.

At this stage even none of countries gaining under current situations except USA and Middle
East producers due stronger USD. Anyway’s the oil industry has to start adopting or adjust oil
prices in their books because the history of a strong oil has been left behind and it may take
decades for oil to go back to $100.

We are not recommending any buying in energy, neither in heating oil and RB Gas nor in
energy stocks. Natural gas is currently supported by Saturn so it will hold value.

If May future contacts hold $44.55 then it will be good news for oil traders, on Friday May
Future contracts closed at $47.06. April contract will expiring this week.
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Monday’s trading range (April 2015 contracts):

OIL: $48.25 to $46.02 May contact

NATURAL GAS: $2.80 to $2.64 May Contract

HEATING OIL: $1.7490 TO 1.6810

RB GAS: $1.7890 TO $1.7300

CURRENCIES

Dollar is gaining value non-stop, or in simple words most
of the currencies are losing value big time. After a decade
many have seen the power of dollar and also those who
started trading lately must have experienced the most
volatile trading time in the currency market.

Around the globe including emerging market countries
started cutting interest rates and USA is in process of

cutting rates. Japan and Euro zone are in short term negative interest rate zone. Weakness of
these currencies are pointing positive growth due to higher exports. Stocks are rallying in
these zones but international investors are not gaining specially those who invested USD in
Japan or euro zone because if they withdraw money from these regions then they are in red
due to fall in these currencies.

Anyway’s our dream target of 100 for USD index has been achieved, euro is close to 1.0388
which should be a short term bottom but our view is still negative for euro for the longer
term. Last week emerging market and most other leading frontline currencies lost big value.
June contract of USD closed above 100 mark.

This week will be most tiring week for Fund
managers and analyst who like to put all
analyses together to manage money. Life
is very easy for fund manager who are
holding portfolios in USD and investing in
USA but for other people those who invest
in all different countries their lives have
become very difficult.

This week we recommend booking profit
in USD, close all positions in currencies at
this stage on Wednesday and Thursday.
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More weakness is on the way in Canadian
and Australian dollar as both these
currencies can have a five percent fall in
the short term so those who like to trade
in the favor of USD can sell both these
currencies.

Also Swiss Franc can have more weakens
with British Pound so avoid any buying. In
sort we are not recommending any buying
in any currencies against USD. Among
emerging markets we see Rupee trading
far stable in the coming time.

Monday’s trading range: (June 2015 future contract)

DOLLAR INDEX – 101.07 to 100.00

AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR – 0.7630 to 0.7521

CANADIAN DOLLAR – 0.7826 to 0.7752

BRITISH POUND – 1.4798 to 1.4660

EURO – 1.0600 to 1.0440

JAPANESE YEN – 0.8287 to 0.8210

SWISS FRANC – 1.0009 to 0.9902

RUPPEE – 63.20 to 62.70 (Spot)

RAND – 12.65 to 12.39 (Spot)

Difficult time for:

Those who manages money globally in different currencies in the different countries

Energy traders also will be confuse about whether they add more positions at current level,
they should get out from energy market, how they should hedge positions or they should
do something different to outperform

Currency traders must be very confused, whether they sell dollar here or buy euro or what
to do with all other currencies
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Many more questions will be coming in investors and fund managers mind, we will try our
best to put in the next week newsletter to clear their thoughts.

As mentioned in the first sections that next week’s newsletter will be the most important
one of our career so wait for that. Also we will put out a small alert on Thursday about
metals, stocks and currencies.

Thanks & God Bless

Mahendra Sharma

Sunday 3.00 PM Santa Barbara, 15 March 2015.

Dear Friends,

"2015 Financial Predictions" E-Book Launched
Worldwide! THIS IS A MUST HAVE E-BOOK.

28 years of Research on
Market Trends!

Accuracy More Than 90%
Wave of Nature Theory

E-Book is covering 2015 detailed rising and falling cycles of:

 Metals– Gold, Silver, Copper, Palladium, Platinum & other base metals
 Energy– Oil and Natural Gas
 Grains – Corn, Wheat, Soy & Rice
 Soft – Coffee, Cotton, Cocoa, Sugar, Orange Juice and Lumber
 Treasury Bonds – Thirty years Bond
 Indexes – S&P, Nasdaq, Nikkei, Hang Sang, ASX, Nifty India, DAX, CAC, Swiss &

FTSE, Canada, Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, South Korea, South
America, Middle-east and South Africa

 Currencies – Dollar Index, EURO, Pound, Yen, Swiss Franc, SA Rand, Australian and
Canadian dollar, Indian Rupee
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Book will guide you on time frame of 2015 positive & negative cycles starting and ending
dates, so you can plan well in advance, your futures and options trades.

This is a must have e-book for every institution, broker, trader and investor!
Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your

trading/Investment strategies!

Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your
trading/Investment strategies!

Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their
own research and due diligence before investing in any of
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose
money trading and investing in such investment.

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break lower
side and they can trade below predicted lows.
(You can cover short but don’t buy extra at lower
levels until our indicators give buy signal).

When we predict a positive trend, means daily
price can break upside and they can trade higher
than predicted price (you can book profit but
don’t short that market).


